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Introduction
Modeling the flow through capillaries of converging-diverging geometries is an important subject and has many scientific and industrial applications. Moreover, it is required for modeling viscoelasticity, yield-stress and the flow of Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids through porous media [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
There are many previous attempts to model the flow through capillaries of various geometries. However, they either apply to tubes of regular cross sections [9, 10] [24] , and Davidson et al. [25] .
In this article we use the one-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations, which are widely used to describe axisymmetric flows in large vessels, to derive analytical expressions for the flow of Newtonian fluids in tubes of five axisymmetric convergingdiverging geometries, some of which are schematically depicted in Figure 1 , and compare our results to previously-derived expressions using the lubrication approximation [26] . Other validation tests have also been presented. The widely-used one-dimensional form of the Navier-Stokes equations to describe the flow in a tube of length L where its axis is aligned with the x axis and its midpoint is at x = 0 is given by the following continuity and momentum balance relations respectively assuming negligible gravitational body forces [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] ∂A ∂t
In these equations, A is the tube cross sectional area, t is time, Q (= Au with u being the mean axial fluid speed) is the volumetric flow rate, x is the axial coordinate along the tube, α (=
with u being the local axial fluid speed) [29, 33, 40] is the correction factor for axial momentum flux, ρ is the fluid mass density, p is the pressure, and κ is a viscosity friction coefficient which is given by κ = 2παµ ρ(α−1) [35, 37] with µ being the fluid dynamic viscosity. This model is considered one-dimensional due to the fact that the θ dependency of a cylindricallycoordinated capillary is ignored due to the axisymmetric flow assumption while the r dependency is neglected because of the simplified consideration of the flow profile within a lumped parameter which is the momentum correction factor. Therefore, the only explicitly-considered dependency is the dependency in the flow direction,
x.
For steady flow, the time terms are zero, and hence Q as a function of x is constant according to the continuity equation. The momentum equation then
that is
For a flow in the positive x direction, the pressure gradient is negative and
Due to the tube symmetry with respect to
This expression is dimensionally consistent. For a tube of conical profile, depicted in Figure 2 , the radius r as a function of the axial distance x is given by
Conical Tube
where
Hence, Equation 11 becomes For a tube of parabolic profile, depicted in Figure 3 , the radius is given by
Therefore, Equation 11 becomes
Hyperbolic Tube
For a tube of hyperbolic profile, similar to the profile in Figure 3 , the radius is given by
Hyperbolic Cosine Tube
For a tube of hyperbolic cosine profile, similar to the profile in Figure 3 , the radius is given by
Hence, Equation 11 becomes
Sinusoidal Tube
For a tube of sinusoidal profile, depicted in Figure 4 , where the tube length L spans one complete wavelength, the radius is given by
Figure 4: Schematic representation of the radius of a converging-diverging capillary with a sinusoidal profile as a function of the distance along the tube axis.
On performing this integration, the following relation is obtained
On taking lim x→ L 2 − I the following expression is obtained
Since B < −1, p > 0 as it should be. On substituting for B, b and k in the last expression we obtain
Rmax+R min Rmax−R min 3 + 3
It is noteworthy that all these relations (i.e. Equations 18, 23, 28, 33 and 41), are dimensionally consistent.
Validation
The derived converging-diverging formulae (Equations 18, 23, 28, 33 and 41) have been validated by three different ways: comparison to previously-derived formulae based on lubrication approximation, numerical integration, and testing the convergence behavior of the analytical solutions in the limiting cases where the converging-diverging geometries approach a straight tube geometry. These validation methods are outlined in the following subsections.
Comparison to Lubrication Formulae
For α = 4/3, the derived five relations are identical to the previously-derived expressions using the lubrication approximation (refer to Table 1 ). Since α = 4/3 corresponds to a fully-developed parabolic velocity profile (Poiseuille flow), the lubrication approximation formulae are special cases of the more general 1D NavierStokes relations which can accommodate other velocity profiles, such as flat profile (plug flow) when α approaches unity [27, 29, 33, 34, 37, 41] . Table 1 : Lubrication approximation table. These formulae are derived in [26] .
Numerical Integration
The derived converging-diverging formulae have also been validated by comparison to numerical solutions based on numerical integration by discretizing the converging-diverging tubes of these geometries and solving for a Newtonian flow in each element by averaging the radius of that element. This method has been applied to these geometries using diverse sets of fluid, flow and tube parameters which include µ, ρ, p, Q, α, L, R min , and R max . A sample of these numerical validations is presented in Figure 5 for the five geometries using typical parameters.
As seen, the numerical solutions converge to the analytical solutions fairly quickly in all cases. The two solutions become virtually identical for a typical meshing of 
Convergence to Straight Tube Solution
For α = 4/3 (parabolic velocity profile) the sinusoidal equation reduces to the Poiseuille expression when R max = R min . With regard to the other geometries, despite the fact that the other four equations are not defined when R max = R min , they converge to the Poiseuille value as R max approaches R min , and hence for all practical purposes they are numerically identical to the Poiseuille value when the difference between the two radii is negligible. The ratio of numeric to analytic solutions (y-axis) as a function of the number of discretization elements (x-axis) for the five converging-diverging geometries using typical values for the flow, fluid and capillary parameters. Similar convergence behavior has been observed for other sets of parameters.
Conclusions
In this paper we derived analytical expressions relating the pressure drop to the volumetric flow rate for Newtonian fluids in five different converging-diverging geometries using the one-dimensional Navier-Stokes flow equations in axisymmetric rigid tubes. The results obtained in this paper are identical, within a non-dimensional numerical factor, to those derived in [26] 
